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Boeing says it takes up to four hours for a human to perform this same repair. Frankly, that seems a little crazy to us. But then again if we were the ones tasked with repairing a structural panel ...

A Honeycomb Patching Robot Powered By Arduino
We’ve brought on a lot more people to go through this. We’ve had to,” Mike Fleming, senior vice president of commercial development programs, said.

Boeing brings on hundreds of new engineers as demand ramps up
We have reported before on this site on self-monitoring adhesives that could predict aircraft structural failures. Now GKN Aerospace, one of Boeing's composite aerostructure ... Max Brown, head of ...

Composite Plane Repair Aided by Coating
Boeing says it takes up to four hours for a human to perform this same repair. Frankly, that seems a little crazy to us. But then again if we were the ones tasked with repairing a structural panel ...

Arduino Hacks
Designed for the 100- to 149-seat market category, The Bombardier C Series uses large amounts of composites like the Boeing ... generation structural technology will be less risky and 30 percent ...

Aluminum Catches Up to Carbon Composites
Boeing and Airbus, as well as aircraft engine-makers, have halted the supply of parts and are no longer updating repair manuals. Boeing has suspended its pilot training in Moscow and Airbus has put on ...

Sanctions mean it’s back to the USSR for Russian aviation
The foam can be molded or machined into complex structural shapes ... According to Boeing, more than one million patients a year require bone augmentation. Thermoplastic syntactic foam could be used ...

Biocompatible foam suitable for bone augmentation
Credit: World Aero Kurt Burkhalter, chief engineer for mechanical systems at Meggitt, reports that newer, higher-strength alloys are increasingly used in primary structural elements such as the ...

Aircraft Brakes Become Greener, Cleaner
As robots make their way into a variety of real-world environments, roboticists are trying to ensure that they can efficiently complete a growing number of tasks. For robots that are designed to ...

Science news
A plane with such a system would not only provide smoother flights but would also suffer far less structural stress ... well before an engine is unsafe or costly to repair. The system is now in use on ...

1993 Discover Awards: Aerosapce: Gust Busters
Launched in 2018, the Center for Advanced Regenerative Engineering (CARE) supports research, technology development, and clinical expertise at the convergence of engineering, medicine, and biological ...

Leveraging the Whole-Brain Network
which means that there are some slippages right now, but they're not structural," he told Reuters ... numbers on months of delays," Scherer said. Boeing has described the market for the large ...

Airbus exec sees tentative signs of wide-body jet recovery
Boeing's Starliner capsule was preparing to dock with the International Space Station Friday, in a high-stakes uncrewed test flight key to reviving the US aerospace giant's reputation after a ...

Space Exploration news
It features a long shelf life and long process window and, Rob Blackburn says, head of customer engineering (EMEA), offers a 10-minute ... carbon fiber and a thermoplastic resin system for Boeing ...
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